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Abstract
An evacuation system was installed in 1989 in the LEP collider. Its purpose was to make
people aware of a dangerous situation and to request them to exit from the area rapidly. In
1998, a new feature was added, a final warning now being generated in the radiation-
controlled areas before the injection of high-energy particle beams. This Beam Imminent
Warning calls for immediate evacuation of those zones as an additional measure to the
existing access control procedures. People are thus prevented from being trapped inside a
running accelerator. During the next two decades, CERN’s fixed-target physics will continue
and the SPS will act as pre-injector for the LHC accelerator. A system similar to the one
operating successfully at LEP will be implemented in the SPS as part of the current
consolidation program. The LEP and SPS evacuation systems and the Beam Imminent features
will be described.
21 INTRODUCTION
The LEP evacuation system consists of hardware panels, sirens, and push buttons. It is used for
emergency evacuation and warning purposes. As such, it is an Alarm-of-Level-31 safety system and
has now been operating for ten years. The SPS machine was never equipped with such a system.
During the last 20 years, the SPS has had a varied history, being used for fixed-target proton and
heavy-ion physics, as a proton–antiproton collider, and as a lepton injector to LEP. With the LHC, the
SPS now has a challenging future assured for at least the next 20 years.
Within the current consolidation program being carried out by the SL division, particular
attention has been given to the safety infrastructure of the SPS underground areas. The fire detection
and smoke extraction systems were modernized in 1997, the breathing apparatus was replaced in 1998
and a secure power distribution system for all safety-related equipment was installed during 1998 and
1999. It was then decided to implement an evacuation system in the SPS similar to that installed in
LEP including the final warning feature called Beam Imminent that is activated before the injection of
high-energy particle beams.
2 BACKGROUND
The LEP underground areas were equipped with an emergency evacuation system in 1989. This
followed a decision of the LEP Management Board to have an acoustic alarm system installed. The
choice between sirens and loudspeakers was considered and the conclusion was that the use of sirens
was a more economical way of transmitting an evacuation alarm.
The SL division recently decided to have an evacuation system installed in the SPS. A working
group was set up (DSO-SL with SL/CO and ST/AA people) which evaluated the different available
options and proposed a cost-effective solution in September 1999. SL division then provided the
corresponding budget. The system is scheduled to be implemented during the 1999/2000 shutdown
and to come into operation at the end of February 2000.
3 EVACUATION SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Evacuation systems are used in emergency situations endangering people’s lives and are installed at
selected places at CERN. They can be dedicated systems or driven by the fire detection panels and
they can be activated either automatically by fire detectors, or manually by a person pushing a
dedicated button. Their purpose is to warn people of the need to exit rapidly from endangered areas
and to call for immediate action by the fire brigade.
At CERN, particularly at LEP and soon at SPS, the evacuation system is also used to generate a
final warning sound before a beam is injected into the accelerator. This Beam Imminent Warning in
the beam zones calls for immediate evacuation. This is in addition to the existing access control
procedures that aim at preventing people from being trapped inside a running accelerator.
On account of the risk situation in LEP with its geographical extension and the large volume of
helium present, the LEP evacuation system can be remotely controlled by the firemen from the Safety
Control Room (SCR) using a human–computer interface. They can thus evacuate a complete access
site or even the whole tunnel. For the SPS this rather expensive option was considered superfluous.
The break-the-glass push buttons and the warning sirens are identical in the LEP and SPS
evacuation systems.
3.1  Push buttons
The push buttons, also called Manual Call Points or Break-the-glass Buttons, are installed according
to TIS recommendations. They are fixed at 1.50 m above the floor and take the form of a red box of
the pre-cut break-the-glass type surrounded by the standard CERN green square plate indicating
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 Alarm-of-Level-3: safety alarm generated following an accident or serious abnormal situation, people’s lives
are or may be in danger. It calls for immediate intervention by the fire brigade.
3‘Evacuation’. Breaking the glass triggers the evacuation zone (sextant, whole transfer tunnel,
experimental cavern, etc.) and sends an Alarm-of-Level-3 to the fire brigade.
3.2 Warning sirens
To be adequately audible everywhere in the underground areas, the sirens are installed between 100
and 150 m apart. The noise level should be between 95 dB and 115 dB and the output power of the
units is 45 W. Two sound modulations are possible, one for emergency evacuation and one for the
Beam Imminent Warning. The underground experimental areas at LEP are too huge for the normally
used sirens and they were therefore fitted with 200 W units.
4 SITUATION AT LEP
The total number of installed sirens is 296. In order to evacuate people effectively from a hazardous
area, it was decided to split the underground areas into evacuation zones. All the sirens in one zone
ring at the same time when one break-the-glass button inside it has been triggered. The even-
numbered points can have up to six zones, the odd-numbered points three; the emergency evacuation
frequency is five seconds of ringing followed by seven seconds of silence which continues until
stopped by the firemen.
Figure 1: Evacuation zones in point 2 of LEP.
4.1 Areas involved
The areas involved are all the underground areas: the experimental halls, the different galleries and
the main tunnel.
4.2 Dedicated evacuation panels
LEP was equipped with a dedicated evacuation system. This means that the main panel deals only
with evacuation matters. These panels are mounted inside 19-inch racks and are located in the SD
buildings of each access point. They each have 36 batteries with the corresponding charger. This
enables the system to successfully operate even in the event of an electrical power failure.
44.3 The Beam Imminent feature
The Beam Imminent feature uses the same sirens as the emergency evacuation signal. Only the
frequency is different with two seconds of ringing for eighteen seconds of silence with a total ringing
time of five minutes.
To start this alarm automatically just before the injection of the particle beams, the best
solution is to obtain information from the access control system as soon as the Prévessin Control
Room (PCR) transfers the keys of the ACCESS chassis to the machine interlock system chassis with
the ON button pushed to pass from supervised mode to closed mode. This is achieved by generating a
computer command message and transmitting it to the evacuation systems’ equipment controller
assemblies. A small supervision program then takes care of activating the beam zones (R, RA, RB,
and UX25). No Alarm-of-Level-3 is generated, but some information is transmitted to the Technical
Control Room.
5 SITUATION AT THE SPS
The SPS will be equipped with an evacuation system, the necessary work being carried out during the
1999/2000 shutdown with the acceptance test being incorporated into the Divisional Safety Officer
tests of the access control, scheduled for 10 March 2000.
When the project was first considered, a choice had to be made between the existing intercom
called Public Address, which enables spoken communications inside the tunnel and with the PCR, and
an evacuation system driven by the available fire detection panels.
It was quickly realized that the present Public Address system could not be considered as a part
of a safety system without a costly upgrade. It was installed in 1976, so it would require extensive
refurbishment in order to be used for this purpose for the next 20 years. In addition, it would have to
conform to the requirements for a safety system, which means a system with maximum reliability and
availability. This would necessitate expenditure on alarm processing, uninterruptible power supplies,
push-button controls, monitored2 relay lines to indicate fatal errors, etc. An interconnection with the
SCR and a preventive maintenance contract would also be needed.
The implementation of the Beam Imminent Warning would also involve extensive
modifications.
Because of this and the fact that the costs had to be minimized, it seemed more reasonable to
use the recently installed fire detection systems to drive the SPS evacuation system.
5.1 Areas involved
The whole SPS tunnel is to be equipped with an evacuation system. This includes the TT10, TT20,
TT60 and TT70 transfer tunnels and the ECX4 and ECX5 caverns. Excluded are the neutrino tunnel
as well as the ECA4 and ECA5 caverns.
5.2 Fire detection panels
Installed in 1997, the fire detection panels are of the new addressable type, which means that every
detector and push button has a unique address that enables fast intervention by the fire brigade on the
site where the problem is located. The panels meet all the applicable standards: EN 54-2 (Fire
Detection), EN 50130-4 (Electromagnetic Compatibility, EMC), etc.
They are equipped with a basic unit for alarm processing, monitored, identifiable detection
lines and an uninterruptible electric power supply (UPS) so that they can operate for 12 hours
independent of the mains. They also provide a unit for generating audible and visible signals and
push-button controls, monitored relay lines to indicate fatal errors, relay outputs for dialogue with the
external elements (smoke extractors, fire doors, electrical cuts, etc.) and a real-time printer.
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 Any fault in the transmissions paths (e.g. short circuit, open circuit, etc.) is signalled by appropriate means so
that corrective action can be undertaken.
5The fire detection panels are now connected to the secure power distribution. Furthermore, the
buildings’ General Emergency Stops do not cut their power supplies and therefore the fire detection
panels are still operational during a fire brigade intervention even if the firemen have activated an
emergency stop.
5.3 The Beam Imminent feature
This warning will automatically be triggered by the access control system as soon as the PCR changes
from the supervised to the closed mode. The same sirens will be used but with a different frequency.
As with LEP, this warning will last five minutes. No Alarm-of-Level 3 will be generated. The ringing
will be started and stopped by means of hardwired relay outputs.
5.4 Cost estimate
The SPS tunnel has a length of seven kilometers and the four transfer tunnels a total approximate
length of three and a half kilometers. Including the length of the shafts of each access building and the
ECX4 and ECX5 caverns, 12 kilometers of cable are needed for 150 sirens and 150 push buttons.
The budget for this plus costs for access control adaptations, secure power supplies for the
sirens, and evacuation signs amounts to 1.2 MFRF.
5.5 Evacuation routes
A proposal was made to TIS in 1998 to implement evacuation routes in the SPS tunnel. The most
suitable escape ways from each point in the tunnel have been defined and displayed using panels and
fluorescent markings on the ground. However, the odd-numbered points cannot be used to evacuate
people because of the SPS’s ventilation system which consists of three air supply units installed at
BA2, BA4 and BA6. The surface buildings of the transfer tunnels, BA3 and BA5, are used for air
extraction and the whole shaft of these points is used as an extraction duct. Obviously, these shafts
will be filled with smoke in case of a fire and it is therefore not safe to use them. Additionally, the
lifts should not be used for the same reason, as they are not equipped with a safety envelope.
Figure 2: SPS evacuation routes.
66 CONCLUSIONS
To bring the safety level of the SPS in line with that of LEP, an emergency evacuation system is
currently being implemented in this machine. As CERN is now entering a new era of its history with
the LHC, it is obvious that there has to be a certain uniformity of principles in the Laboratory. As the
LHC will also have to be equipped with an evacuation system, it is desirable that it be identical in its
principle to its predecessor (LEP) and pre-injector (SPS).
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